Single-phase Photovoltaic Grid-connected Inverter Current Control Method Based on MRAC
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Abstract. In view of that PI controller parameters change when system model parameters of single-phase photovoltaic inverter change, a gradient reference based adaptive current loop control method is proposed. Ignoring the high order harmonics in PWM inverter, the mathematical model of the grid connected system is deduced, the reference model is selected reasonably according to the change parameters by using the normalized MIT adaptive law. The grid-connected current has good tracking effect on the instruction current. Control effect is insensitive to the change of the filter parameters, and has fast tracking speed and strong robustness.

Preface

With the intensification of energy crisis and environmental pollution, more and more countries pay attention to the application of clean energy such as solar energy and wind power, and it becomes a major issue in the development of new energy at home and abroad\textsuperscript{[1,2]}. The single stage PV (Photovoltaic) grid connected power system is composed of DC/AC converter and its control part. The controller performs the maximum power tracking and the injected grid current regulating respectively. As shown in Figure 1, two-stage PV grid-connected power generation system consists of two parts\textsuperscript{[3]}, DC/DC conversion and maximum power tracking control, DC/AC inverter and grid-connected control\textsuperscript{[3]}. The DC/DC converter is used to boost the DC voltage and to make the PV array output maximum power by adjusting the duty in real time\textsuperscript{[4]}. DC/AC inverter and its control part is used to stabilize the DC voltage and control the network side current\textsuperscript{[5]}

![Fig.1 Structure block diagram of photovoltaic power generation system](image-url)

The PV grid-connected inverter consists of inverter, filter circuit and control system. The filter circuit generally has L, LC and LCL, and inductance filter is often used in small capacity inverter systems. The topological structure of single-phase PV grid-connected inverter is shown in FIG. 2.
The voltage loop is used for stabilizing the DC side voltage and generating a command signal of the grid-connected current, and the current loop is used for controlling the grid-connected current, realizing the synchronization of the grid-connected current and the grid voltage and tracking the command current.

The current loop of inverter is generally consist of hysteresis loop control and fixed-frequency control based on PWM modulation. In order to improve the accuracy of hysteresis control, it is necessary to reduce the hysteresis loop width, and the switching frequency of the inverter will increase drastically. PI control often adopts PWM modulation. Design of the PI controller parameter is related to the parameters of the controlled object model. If the filter inductance, the modulation ratio and the inverter parameters change during system operation, the PI parameters need to be readjusted. This paper proposes a model reference adaptive control (MRAC) based on gradient method which is applicable to time-varying system. The controller parameters can be adjusted in real time according to the change parameters.

![Control block diagram of grid connected inverter](image)

**Mathematical Model of Grid-connected Inverter**

The AC side of the inverter is connected to the power grid through inductive filtering, and the voltage equation of the AC side is

\[
 u_{ab}(t) = L \frac{di(t)}{dt} + Ri(t) + u_g(t). \tag{1}
\]

To make the Laplace transform of both sides of the formula (1), there are:

\[
 G_1(s) = \frac{I(s)}{U_{ab}(s) - U_g(s)} = \frac{1}{Ls + R}. \tag{2}
\]

![Filter block diagram](image)

Ignoring higher harmonics, PWM inverter can be seen as a proportional delay link.
\[ G_2(s) = \frac{U_{ab}(s)}{U_m(s)} = k_{PWM}e^{Ts}. \]  

In the formula, \( T \) is the switching cycle of the inverter, \( k_{PWM} = mU_d \), and \( m \) is PWM modulation ratio. When the inverter switching frequency is higher, the period is smaller. Equation (3) can be approximated by first-order inertia.

\[ G_2(s) \approx k_{PWM} \frac{1}{1 + Ts}. \]  

\[ U_m \xrightarrow{k_{PWM} \frac{1}{1 + Ts}} U_{ab} \]

Fig.4  Inverter diagram

The block diagram of the closed-loop control system for inverter current inner ring is shown in fig.5.

\[ I_{ref} \xrightarrow{k_{PWM} \frac{1}{1 + Ts}} U_{ab} \xrightarrow{1 \frac{1}{Ls + R}} I \]

Fig.5 Current inner loop control diagram

**Reference Model Adaptive Control of the Current Inner Ring**

In Figure 5, \( U_g \) is the grid voltage, and can be regarded as disturbance input. Let \( U_g = 0 \), then open-loop transfer function of the controlled object is

\[ G_p(s) = G_1(s)G_2(s). \]  

When the inverter frequency is high enough, the switching cycle is small, \( G_2(s) \approx k_{PWM} \).

\[ G_p(s) = k_{PWM} \frac{1}{Ls + R} = k_p G(s). \]  

When the command current amplitude, the inverter parameters and the filter inductance change with the operation of the system, \( k_{PWM} \) is slowly time-varying parameter. The adjustable gain model based on the MIT rate reference adaptive control can use to adjust controller parameters in real time.

The power electronics in the PWM inverter are switch elements, therefore the PV inverter system is a nonlinear system. If the higher harmonic is neglected, the system current inner loop transfer function can be obtained as shown in equation (6), which can reflect well the low frequency characteristic of the system. \( G_m(s) \) is selected as the system reference model, and let \( G_m(s) = \frac{1}{Ls + R} \), then the model reference adaptive control is established as shown in Fig.6.
Suppose the output of the system reference model is $y_m$. The output of the controlled object is $y_p$. The generalized error is defined as $e(t) = y_m - y_p$. The adjustable gain of MRAC is defined as $k_c(t)$.

When the performance index function $J = \frac{1}{2} e^2$ is introduced, adjustable gain along the negative gradient direction of $J$ according to the gradient-based MRAC[8] is:

$$\dot{k_c} = -\gamma' \frac{\partial J}{\partial k_c} = -\gamma' \frac{\partial e}{\partial k_c}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

After derivation,

$$\dot{k_c} = \frac{\gamma}{k_m} e(t) y_m(t).$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$\gamma = k_p \gamma'$ is the adaptive gain ($\gamma > 0$) informula (9). In order to avoid the closed-loop system divergence caused by the oversized input or $\gamma$ value being too large, the MIT normalization algorithm may be used to correct the adjustable gain[11]. Taken as

$$\dot{k_c} = -\gamma \frac{e \frac{\partial e}{\partial k_c}}{\alpha + \left( \frac{\partial e}{\partial k_c} \right)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

In the formula, $\alpha > 0$, to avoid possible zeroing phenomenon. In order to avoid the adjustable gain is too large, a saturation characteristic can also be introduced to ensure that the parameter adjustment rate is always less than a given value. That is

$$\dot{k_c} = -\gamma_{\text{sat}} \frac{e \frac{\partial e}{\partial k_c}}{\alpha + \left( \frac{\partial e}{\partial k_c} \right)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)
In the formula, $\beta > 0$, moreover, $\text{sat}(x, \beta) = \begin{cases} -\beta & x < -\beta \\ x & |x| < \beta \\ \beta & x > \beta \end{cases}$.

After finishing:

$$\mathbf{s}(t) = \gamma \left( \frac{e(t) y_m(t)/k_m}{\alpha + y_m^2(t)/k_m^2} \right).$$

Simulation Model

In the simulation, the voltage at inverter DC side is 400V, the filter parameters are $L = 2 \text{ mH}$, $R = 1 \Omega$, and the grid voltage is 220V. In model reference adaptive control based on the MIT rate, the reference model $G_m(s) = \frac{1}{0.002s + 0.1}$ is selected according to equation (7).

MIT-based MRAC Control Simulation

Building the simulation model in the Matlab/Simulink simulation environment shown in Figure 7, according to equation (9) to update the adjustable gain $k_c(t)$, we can get the simulation results as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows that the grid current can well track the phase of the command current using MIT-based MRAC control during \( \gamma = 5 \). However, the input signal value or \( \gamma \) is larger, the rate of change of the adjustable gain \( k_c(t) \) is larger and the waveform of grid current tracking command current is worsened near the amplitude of the current signal. The total harmonic distortion rate of the grid current is 4.61%.

**Simulation of MRAC Control Based on Normalized MIT.**

In the above 3.1 simulation, the adjustable gain \( k_c(t) \) is updated according to the formula (11), and the MRAC based on the normalized MIT is performed. In the simulation, let \( L = 2 \) mH, \( R = 1 \) Ω, \( \gamma = 5 \), \( \alpha = 0.01 \), \( L = 2 \), \( \beta = 2 \). The simulation results are shown in Figure 9.

As shown in fig. 9, the grid current can track the reference current well adopting normalized MIT MRAC. When the magnitude of the command current changes from 50 A to 10 A at 0.06s, the grid current can also track quickly. At this moment, the total harmonic distortion rate of grid current is 0.79%.
As shown in Fig.10, when $\gamma$ value is changed from 5 to 20, the change rate of adjustable gain $k_c(t)$ is affected only, but the system follow-up control effect is good adopting normalized MIT MRAC. At this point, the total harmonic distortion of grid current is 0.83%.

As shown in Fig.11, When the AC side resistance of the inverter is changed from $R = 1 \Omega$ to 0.01$\Omega$, the tracking effect of the grid current is good, and the total harmonic distortion rate of current is 0.63%. When the AC side filter inductance is changed from $L = 2$ mH to 1 mH, the tracking effect of the grid current is also good, the total harmonic distortion rate of current is 0.63%.
Conclusion

In this paper, the basic method of current inner loop control in single-phase PV grid-connected system is deeply studied, and a model reference adaptive control based on gradient method is proposed. The adjustable gain of MRAC is updated by using MIT and normalized MIT adaptive law respectively. The controller is simple in design and the parameter selection is not affected by the change of system parameters. The simulation results show that the controller parameters can be adjusted adaptively according to the changes of the filter parameters in the photovoltaic grid-connected system by using the normalized MIT adaptive law. The control effect is not affected by the adaptive gain and the input command current. The grid-connected current has good tracking effect on the command current, and fast tracking speed and strong robustness.
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